Ask America’s Ultimate Experts

“Help me drive safely
in bad weather!”
Wet leaves, fog and early frost, followed by snowy roads . . . Fortunately,
you can steer clear of fall and winter driving hazards with these expert,
up-to-date tips for staying safe behind the wheel!

1 Know the new

road rules!

Up your safety dramatically!

What accounts for 80% of driver
safety? “Visibility—to see and be
seen on the road,” says car-care
whiz Lauren Fix. “So make sure
your headlights are clean by
wiping them with window cleaner
and clean your wipers with rubbing alcohol to
remove debris.”
Tip! Replacing
your blades?
“Head to an
auto parts store
that doesn’t
have a repair
facility,”
Fix
recommends.
“They’ll put the blades on for free.”

Stick with low beams!

Switch to low beams in rain, snow
or fog. “High beams will only
bounce off the water particles in
the air, causing glare that
makes it harder to
see,” says automotive engineer
and
crash
expert Peter J.
Leiss.

Leave more room on the side!

You already know it’s smart to
leave plenty of distance between
you and the car ahead of you, but
you may be surprised that you
should leave more side space, too,
says AAA expert Bill Van Tassel,
Ph.D. “If you’re driving on a road
with two or more lanes, try to adjust
your speed so that there’s no one
next to you,” he advises. “That way,
if you don’t have time to brake, you
can go into the other lane.”

Drive in the “rain lane”!

Traction is reduced 33% when it
rains, so when the drops start to fall
“keep to the ‘crown’ of the road, the
highest part, usually the middle
lane or the part closest to the yellow lines in the middle of the road,”
advises Van Tassel. “The highest
part of the road is safest because
water drains off of it fastest.”

Keep going straight in a skid!

Ice, snow and
drifts of leaves on
the road can all
cause skids! “If
that happens,
continue to look
and steer where
you want to go,”
says Van Tassel.
“Take your foot off
the gas and don’t brake—braking
puts more weight toward the front
of the car, but when you’re skidding, it’s the back tires that need
more weight for traction.”

Use your floor mat
to get unstuck!

Heard that you should keep kitty
litter in your trunk to boost traction
if you get stuck? The better alternative, reveals Fix, is to place a rubber floor mat from your car underneath your tire! “Kitty litter often will
just sink into the snow and disappear, leaving you with nothing to
help you get going again.”

2 Prepare your
car for the
cold!

Check your air
conditioning!

When your car is
set to defrost, your
air conditioning

unit’s dehumidifier kicks in to dry
the air. So make sure your car’s air
conditioning is working properly
because it helps defog your windshield quickly in cold weather.
Tip: Prevent foggy windows in the
first place by wiping down the
inside of your windshield with a
product like Rain-X Interior Glass
Anti-Fog ($2.36, Walmart.com).

Be strategic with snow tires!

“If you only buy two snow tires, put
them on your rear wheels,” urges
Leiss. “Most people with frontwheel drive think they should put
the good wheels—fewer miles,
greater tread depth—on the front
tires, but that’s actually wrong. If
you lose traction with your front
wheels, you’ll likely
be able to steer out
of it relatively
quickly. But if you
lose traction with
your rear tires,
it’s
much
more difficult
to regain traction in snowy
conditions or
puddles.”

Your cold-weather
checklist!

Clean your windshield, inside
and out, and be sure that you
have enough wiper fluid. What
else should you check before
hitting the road?
Tire pressure! “As the temperature drops, so does the air pressure in your tires,” says Leiss.
“Check your pressure and add
air often in cold weather.”
Gas! “Don’t let your gas get
below a quarter full,” Fix advises.
“If you have too little gas in your
tank, moisture in the air inside
can freeze in cold weather!”

Tip! Find the cheapest tires at
TireRack.com, says Fix. “You can
save up to $50 a tire compared to
other places. Stick with name
brands like Continental, Michelin
and Goodyear, and get the samesized tires as you currently have—
going bigger can mess with your
odometer.”
—Kristina Mastrocola

Our expert panel
Lauren Fix—author of

Lauren Fix’s Guide to Loving
Your Car—is often asked to
share her expertise on television, including The View,
Today and The Early Show.
Visit her at LaurenFix.com.
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Peter J. Leiss, an expert in vehicle
engineering and crash reconstruction, is an investigator and expert
witness in many automotive matters,
including vehicle performance/handling dynamics. Learn more at
RobsonForensic.com.

Bill Van Tassel, Ph.D.—
manager, driver training operations for AAA—is also chair of
the Association of National
Stakeholders in Traffic Safety
Education, which sets National
Driver Education Standards.
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